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(MAINSTREAM RAP) RAP WITH AN R&B TWIST AND A GOOD FEEL FOR THE LADIES AND HOT

BEATS TO BUMP TO 16 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Details: Blair Rich- is

a Michigan native, who at the age of 20 is a veteran in the rap game. The youngest of two children, he

has always been compelled to create. Not only is he a versatile lyricist, he is also an up and coming

producer. From the beginning Rich was bound and determined to be a star. He first took to the rap scene

by making his own tracks and taking his creations around to friends to get their reactions to his creations.

While being encouraged and critiqued by his peers, he continued to press on. He began searching for a

producer and he was turned away and told to "tighten up" his skills. Not to be put off by rejection, Rich

practiced relentlessly and honed his lyrics, delivery, and presence to the point that people began

approaching him to work on his project. Blair met up with Will Fox of Sir Grady Entertainment to do a

demo, and from this demo a relationship was born between Blair and Sir Grady. They worked day and

night to produce the best songs to represent Blair Rich's persona. He worked on collaborations with

Exodus and was also able to get national recording artist Lathun to sing and produce two of his tracks.

For the last 5 years Rich has been working the underground rap circuit in Detroit, and he has also been

featured on live fundraisers for the National Cancer Society and the NAACP's Need to Achieve School

Jam. He's been called the "New Casanova in the rap game" by XXL Magazine, and he more than lives up

to the name. Blair Rich has presence that can't be denied or reckoned with. With bangin' joints like, 'Down

A$$ Woman (feat. Lathun), 'V.I.P' (feat. Jassasin, Yaku,  Maricella), and 'Get At Me', the hotness is

undeniable. His rap influences include Tupac, Biggie, Rakim, and L.L. Cool J. By 2004, you should be

well aware of the artist Blair Rich. His first album is titled "The Project" produced by Will Fox for Sir Grady

Entertainment under the Glove State record label. With hard core street poetry for the fellas and mad sex
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appeal for the ladies, this one is up 'n coming.
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